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has not been fulfilled in the first decade of the Semantic Web.
Leading researchers in this area, such as Jim Hendler [3],
remark that autonomous agents are still missing, while the
infrastructure for intelligent systems is now in place. However,
the Achilles’ heels of Semantic Web services are service
descriptions, as they form the anchor points where automated
discovery and consumption start. Several description formats
exist, each with specific benefits and—often more cited—
drawbacks, but there has never been broad acceptance in the
field of service discovery and consumption.
In general, description formats provide detailed characterization of input and output parameters, but the functionality
of the Web service is only vaguely captured or oftentimes
completely missing, forcing us to rely on implicit semantics.
This can be explained by the industry’s initial concern, which
was to provide descriptions that could integrate Web services
into traditional software platforms. In practice, this meant
that humans selected a specific service, against which the
application was compiled. Two obvious problems appear:
i) choosing the right service requires manual intervention,
I. I NTRODUCTION
severely limiting the application’s possibilities, and ii) if
Ironically enough, even the end of the Internet1 has an exit: the service description changes, the application has to be
by means of a form that allows users to refer people to recompiled—and possibly altered. We argue that a description
the page, they can leave it. Hyperlinks and forms are the focusing on functionality provides a highly efficient way to
backbone of the way how we navigate the Web. With the REST solve these two problems, and is subsequently the best choice
architectural style, this backbone can also be used for Web for runtime service discovery and consumption.
This paper takes Web services to the next level and allows
services, sometimes synonymously referred to as Web APIs.
Unfortunately, many of today’s so-called RESTful APIs are agents to act without a fully-defined plan upfront. We explain
little more than just HTTP interfaces because they omit these how hypermedia links can be used in conjunction with serlink relationships in their responses, neglecting the hypermedia vice descriptions, enabling agents to discover their options
constraint as defined by Roy T. Fielding [1]. The absence at runtime. We aim to provide possibilities similar to those
of such links forces clients to be aware of how the server of humans browsing the Web: given a starting point, people
functions before they can use it, limiting their horizon to what interpret documents and navigate intelligently through pages
they already know. In contrast, the omnipresence of hyperlinks via hyperlinks, surfing across information as it arrives, foland forms on the human Web enables us to easily find out lowing their noses to find what they need. Agents that possess
where to go next, discovering on-the-fly which of the possible similar capabilities become versatile Web consumers, capable
next steps might be the most promising one. Striving for of autonomously finding more information and performing
machines to reach the same level of autonomy has been an more advanced tasks, without predefined knowledge about a
specific server and its modalities.
early idea of Semantic Web and service architects.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: SecAlthough significant progress was made in different areas,
tion
II provides an introduction to the description format, its
the vision [2] of automated agents consuming Web services
syntax and usage. We continue this paper with related work in
1 Located at http://www.endoftheinternet.com/.
Section III. Section IV introduces hypermedia links in service
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@prefix dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>.
@prefix http: <http://www.w3.org/2006/http#>.
@prefix tmpl: <http://purl.org/restdesc/http-template#>.
{
?book dbpedia:isbn ?isbn.
}
=>
{
_:request http:methodName "GET";
tmpl:requestURI ("/books/" ?isbn);
http:resp [ tmpl:represents ?book ].
?book dbpedia:title ?title.
}.

Listing 1.

GET /books/1-57322-245-3 HTTP/1.1

This shows how RESTdesc functions and what it is capable of.
Several aspects of RESTdesc descriptions are noteworthy:
●

RESTdesc description of a book title service

_:request http:methodName "GET";
http:requestURI "/books/1-57322-245-3";
http:resp [ tmpl:represents _:mybook ].
_:mybook dbpedia:title _:title1.

Listing 2.

declarations omitted for brevity). The reasoner has also turned
the URI template into a concrete URL, because all elements
were available. The agent can subsequently perform the HTTP
request and use the result to complete its knowledge base:

Combining the book service description with an ISBN code

descriptions, followed by the provisioning of agents that can
autonomously consume such services in Section V. Section VI
concludes the paper and outlines future work.

●

●

●

They do not introduce any new terminology, but reuse
existing concepts such as N3 and URI templates [8]. As a
result, the service’s functionality is described directly, i.e.,
it does not require a meta-level description for parameters,
settings, and the like.
There is no need to specify types, since they can be
inferred from ontological knowledge, e.g., in the concrete
case from the example before, from the domain and range
of dbpedia:isbn and dbpedia:title.
Descriptions are self-contained and self-explaining, not
requiring additional semantics apart from those delivered
by the N3 language.
They immediately describe the HTTP request required to
execute the operation.

While this last point is a benefit in terms of simplicity—
which is why we introduced it in the first place—it also
The description method we use is RESTdesc [4], an RDF- couples functional description and execution. What if a client
based [5] notation focused on the specific capabilities of a cannot determine beforehand which request and URI it will
service, instead of its parameters and modalities2 . The goals need? This paper tackles exactly this point and presents an
for RESTdesc are i) to have a functionality-centered and enhanced mode of RESTdesc based on hypermedia links. That
formally defined service description ii) using Semantic Web way, clients do not need to know in advance what HTTP
technologies iii) that emphasizes simplicity and elegance. The requests they should issue, but can determine them just in time,
theoretical foundations have been presented previously, so we adapting to information and links in server responses. This
will limit ourselves to a brief introduction. RESTdesc descrip- connectedness of services allows clients to be programmed
tions are expressed in Notation3 (N3, [6]), an RDF superset in a generic way without relying on implementation details
that adds support for graphs and quantification, enabling con- of servers [9, p. 223–227], making them substantially more
cise and practical descriptions without resorting to additional powerful and versatile.
meta-level constructs for semantics and functionality. As a
III. R ELATED W ORK
result, RESTdesc descriptions do not require explicit mentions
of services, inputs, nor outputs to express functionality.
A. RESTful Web Services
Let us consider the example of a service that returns a
As the name indicates, RESTdesc descriptions assume
book title based on its ISBN code. Listing 1 shows a possible
the
underlying service has a RESTful architectural style, as
RESTdesc description. The identifiers prefixed by a question
outlined
by Fielding and Taylor [1], referred to as REST
mark ? are universally quantified variables, the braces {}
API.
Services
that follow these principles employ a resourceenclose graphs and the arrow => represents implication. A
oriented
model
where each resource is uniquely identified by a
literal English translation could be “if you know a book’s
URI.
All
operations
on these resources use the standard HTTP
ISBN code, then an HTTP request to /books/{ISBN} will
methods
(
GET
,
POST
, PUT . . . ) with their respective correct
return a representation of this book, including its title”. This
meaning
as
originally
defined in the HTTP protocol [10]. This
is the denotational, logic meaning of the description.
contrasts
with
other
techniques
and applications that either use
In addition, Notation3 entails also an operational semanHTTP
as
an
envelope
protocol
(e.g.,
SOAP [11]) or incorrectly
tics, called N3Logic [7]. This enables agents to execute the
apply
HTTP
methods.
description as a rule. In this concrete example, if the agent
The simplicity and uniformity of the HTTP architecture
knows the ISBN code of a book:
makes
REST APIs particularly good candidates for automated
_:mybook dbpedia:isbn "1-57322-245-3". ,
consumption,
in addition to manual browsing. The wellit can combine this statement and the description via a reasoner
defined
properties
of the standard HTTP methods, such as
and obtain the knowledge displayed in Listing 2 (namespace
(un-)safeness and (non-)idempotence, enable to reason about
2 Online documentation is available at http://restdesc.org/.
the results and side-effects of actions.
II. I NTRODUCTION TO REST DESC

Note, however, that adhering to the correct RESTful use of
the HTTP protocol is not a hard requirement for RESTdesc.
Rather, creating descriptions for services that do otherwise will
involve a larger amount of effort.
B. Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI,
[12]) was an early attempt at making both public and private
Web services available by acting as a service broker. UDDI
provides constructs at organizational, service-classifying, and
technical level, but never widely found adaption. Its main
criticisms are that it does not support truly automated service
matching [13], and that it endorses tight coupling, making
change problematic [14]. Furthermore, it was designed with
the concepts of one service type in mind (SOAP), so it cannot
function in a heterogenous service environment.
C. Traditional Service Descriptions
In the early years, service descriptions and the Web Service
Description Language (WSDL, [15]) were virtually synonyms,
or at least treated that way. However, it has now become
apparent that WSDL is not the appropriate format to deal
with today’s service challenges on the Web. While in theory,
version 2.0 could be used to describe REST APIs [16], WSDL
has mainly been applied for SOAP services and therefore
remains associated with it. Also, it suffers from the same
verbosity as version 1.0 and does not contribute to an understanding of the functionality of the service, focusing on the
technical and implementational aspects in a non-semantic way.
The Web Application Description Language (WADL, [17])
was designed from the ground up to describe RESTful services. Yet, it also neglects the functional aspect, disabling
runtime service discovery, in contradiction to the needs of parts
of the REST community [18]. For example, it is insufficient
to describe a book author lookup service as “a service with a
book’s ISBN number as input and a person name as output”.
Does this person represent a reader of the book, the editor, or
maybe even the subject? A human has to verify this in advance
and hardwire the service where an author lookup is required.
D. Semantic Service Descriptions

a separate layer which – unless interpreted explicitly by a
supported toolset – is ignored.
The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO, [23]) is an
alternative to OWL-S. Although they share the same goals,
substantial differences between both approaches exist [24].
The most relevant difference for our purpose is the logical expressivity. While OWL-S provides the aforementioned different expression languages, a drawback from the interoperability
viewpoint, WSMO employs a single family of layered logic
languages [25]. However, when expressed in RDF syntax,
WSMO expressions become similarly unintegrated and hence
not self-descriptive. The same holds for WSMO-Lite [26],
which extends SAWSDL with conditions and effects.
IV. REST DESC WITH H YPERMEDIA L INKS
A. About Hypermedia Links
One of the fundamental properties of REST is the so-called
hypermedia constraint, which basically can be summarized
as the constraint that each server response should contain
the possible next steps the client can take, since the client
maintains the application state. As Fielding points out, HTTP
APIs must be driven by hypertext, which is "the simultaneous presentation of information and controls such that the
information becomes the affordance through which the user
(or automaton) obtains choices and selects actions" [27].
He clarifies, however, that hypertext and hypermedia links
go beyond specific technologies such as HTML. Concretely,
this means that a service can provide links in a machineunderstandable format for agents to follow.
One interesting possibility is to put hypermedia links in the
HTTP response’s Link headers, following the proposed standard Web Linking [28] by Mark Nottingham. It is equivalent
to the link element in HTML, allowing to specify various
properties, including the relationship type of the link. The
added value of Link headers is that they allow hypermedia
links within other content types such as text, image, or audio.
For example, the book resource described in Listing 1 might
link to a page with information about the book’s authors.
When a client accepts image/* and performs an HTTP GET
of /books/1-57322-245-3, the server could return a JPEG
image of the book cover. To indicate next steps, the server can
add accompanying link headers:

A first step towards semantics was offered by Semantic Annotations for WSDL (SAWSDL, [19]). Later on, an adaptation Link: /authors/khosseini; rel="author"
specifically for RESTful services was proposed [20]. However, It is apparent that the above URI cannot be determined
SAWSDL is only concerned with giving a semantic definition beforehand by the client. The flexibility of the Link header
to the input and output parameters of services, rather than mechanism allows the server to specify any URI, so the
connecting them in a functional way. Being an extension of agent does not need to know how to construct it. While
humans can now decide whether or not to follow the link, the
WSDL, it inherited all other drawbacks.
Meanwhile, the Semantic Web was bridging the gap from author relation does not convey meaningful information for
the other side and proposed formats such as OWL [21] automated decision support. In order to provide semantics for
for Services (OWL-S, [22]), an ontology for modeling Web non-human agents as well, the server could choose to return
services. While OWL-S still focuses somewhat on input and an ontology property instead:
output parameters (albeit with semantics), it allows to describe Link: /authors/khosseini;↩
rel="http://dbpedia.org/ontology/author"
functional relations using a variety of expression languages
(SWRL, DRS, and KIF by default, others are possible). This relationship can have a meaning to the client, who can
Unfortunately, these expressions are unintegrated and form now employ it for automated reasoning and decision making.

{

{
?book dbpedia:isbn ?isbn.

}
=>
{

?book a dbpedia:Book.
}
=>
{

_:request http:methodName "GET";
tmpl:requestURI ("/books/" ?isbn "/authors");
http:resp [tmpl:representsMultiple ?author].
?book dbpedia:author ?author.
}.

Listing 3.

?book dbpedia:author _:author;
dbpedia:subject _:subject;
dbpedia:publisher _:publisher;
[. . . ].
}.

Coupled RESTdesc description for book authors

B. Incorporating Links in RESTdesc Descriptions
The initial RESTdesc document already suggests including
Link headers into the response. It does however not actively

Listing 4.

Linked RESTdesc description for book authors

{
?book dbpedia:author ?author.
}
=>
{
_:request http:methodName "GET";

use them, because all information required to construct hyhttp:requestURI ?author;
http:resp [tmpl:represents ?author].
perlinks is contained in the description itself—limiting its
application to cases where construction in advance is possible. }.
The fact that RESTdesc is a combination of Notation3 and
Listing 5. Derefencing: implied semantics of the author relationship
HTTP OPTIONS allows its extension with new concepts such
as support for hypermedia links to RESTdesc.
As an example, Listing 3 shows how the functionality of the URI that is dereferencable. So if a client follows the principles,
authors resource can be expressed in “traditional” RESTdesc. it knows it should execute the following request:
The descriptions tell us how to take the ISBN code of a book GET /authors/khosseini HTTP/1.1
and construct the URI to retrieve the authors. In contrast, the This dereferencing implied by Listing 4 can be specified
linked RESTdesc description in Listing 4 does not need any explicitly by the server, as shown in Listing 5. While unnecproperties to construct the URL.
essary for simple GET requests, it is required to express the
At first sight, it seems unclear why Listing 4 contains a functionality of other HTTP methods such as PUT and POST.
full description, since it appears to be redundant and at the
same time lacking necessary information. Redundant, because C. Functional Nature of RESTdesc
it seems to specify only information already present in the
The two-part description clearly illustrates the decoupling of
ontology (e.g., we already know that books can have an
addressing (supplied by the server) and functionality (supplied
author). Lacking necessary information, because there is no
by the server and interpreted by the client). As a benefit, the
explicit mention of an HTTP request as in Listing 3. However,
descriptions remain valid when the URI scheme changes for
Listing 4 does contain all important information without
any reason. (Although in a good architecture, old URIs remain
redundancy, as we explain below.
accessible [30].) Moreover, functional descriptions become
The key to understanding this description is its operational
possible in situations where the concrete URI is not known
semantics. It does not redundantly repeat the ontological
in advance, which enables more powerful and flexible service
assertion that books have an author property. Rather, the
consumption.
description needs to be interpreted as "if you know a book,
In Listing 3, the functional aspect of RESTdesc is apparent:
than you can also know its author"3 . This statement is true,
the description substantiates the author relationship, connectbecause the service itself is able to fulfill the conclusion. The
ing the result of an HTTP request to the author of a book.
client can use the operational semantics of the description as
For Listings 4 and 5, the functional connection might be
a rule in a reasoning process. When it comes to executing this
less obvious because of the decoupling. The true functionality
rule, it should get the results from the service.
however, lies in the definition of the link itself: Listing 4
This brings us to the second aspect: how to construct an
describes the expected links, and each link (e.g., author) is
HTTP request from the description. It seems that the necessary
defined by its ontology.
information is missing, while it is actually implied. According
The functional nature of RESTdesc becomes more explicit
to the Linked Data principles [29], RDF URIs need to be
if we describe the effects of non-safe HTTP methods. Listing 6
dereferencable, which means that an HTTP GET request to
describes the submission of a book review by a user. Through
them should return useful information about the concept they
HTTP headers, the client disposes of a link to the book review
identify. Since the server supplies author URIs, it can choose a
form. The N3 rule in Listing 6 explains the result of a post
action: the book will have a review with the text supplied
3 The server explicitly states which data it makes available. In Listing 4,
the server also exposes subject and publisher information, but not editor or in the request body. Again, the functionality is expressed by
illustrator properties, although these latter two are also part of the ontology.
means of a link (e.g., review).

@prefix book: <http://example.org/book#>.
{
?book book:reviewForm ?reviewForm.
}
=>
{
_:request http:methodName "POST";
http:requestURI ?reviewForm;
http:body [tmpl:formData ("text=" ?text)];
http:resp [tmpl:represents ?review].
?book book:review ?review.
?review book:reviewText ?text.
}.

Listing 6.

book

authors

journal

articles

authors

blog

posts

author

Fig. 1.

Structure of the example library Web server

Linked RESTdesc description for submitting a book review

D. Discovery and Composition

the current application state is maintained by the client. The
server communicates this state in terms of possible next
steps, and it is up to the client to decide where to go. Our
introduction of linked RESTdesc thus enables a third way of
operation, the interactive mode, which is also goal-driven like
the responsive mode, but does not start with a fully determined
plan. Furthermore, agents can switch between different modes
when solving subproblems.

Currently, we require the service provider to produce the
links and descriptions. From there onwards, clients can start
discovering a server by issuing HTTP OPTIONS requests. We
could, however, imagine a more collaborative environment in
which different parties can supply and exchange links and
descriptions. This is left as future work.
B. Reconciling Linked Descriptions with Planning in Advance
For service composition, we can rely on existing N3 reasonWe will first introduce an example query for an agent.
ers ([31], [32]), some of which are known to deliver impressive Suppose a digital library Web server exists which contains
performance [33]. To solve a composition problem, the input, information about books, journals and blogs; the structure of
desired output characterization, and the obtained service de- which is shown in Fig. 1. We are interested to find the names
scriptions are passed to the reasoner. The reasoning process of all authors that have written about the Semantic Web.
will subsequently try to find a path from the input to the
As humans, we could start this task by using the search
desired output by triggering the N3 rules of the descriptions. engine of the server for the topic “Semantic Web”. We expect
By examining this path, the client can determine which HTTP to find books, journals, and blogs in the result list. For the
requests it has to issue on the server [34].
books, we just take the authors. For the journals, we open the
individual articles and collect their author names. Finally, we
V. P ROVIDING FOR I NTERACTIVE AGENTS
visit the blogs and gather the author name of each post. We
A. Operational Modes for RESTdesc Agents
end up with the required list of names.
When making the server accessible to machines, the first
With the coupled RESTdesc variant, there are roughly two
step is to express link relationships. This process is straightmodes in which agents can operate:
forward: books link to authors, journals link to articles, which
● Explorative — the agent starts with a set of preconditions,
link to authors, etc. Furthermore, a search results page should
which recursively triggers descriptions. In the end, it
link to each result.
obtains a set (or finite subset) of all precalculable possible
Then, we proceed by adding RESTdesc descriptions (similar
steps it can take. Example: starting with a book’s ISBN
to the one of Listing 4) for books, journals, and blogs. These
code, an agent finds how to get its author names, how to
descriptions convey the expectations humans have about the
look up biographies of those authors etc.
website: that a book will have authors, that a journal will
● Responsive — the agent starts with a set of preconditions
have articles. Another important notion is that the result
and a query (possibly issued by a user) which indicates
page returns books, journals, or blogs. It is exactly this
a desired postcondition. In most cases, this results in a
expectation that directed us to the search function in the first
targeted subset of the explorative method for the same
place, together with the expectation that each of the results
precondition, but it can be helpful as a selection step or in
would lead to authors. We can translate this in an ontological
case the set of possible steps is infinite. Example: starting
property: we state that a search result contains works, and
with a book’s ISBN code, find all positive reviews.
(using owl:oneOf) that a work can either be a book, journal,
What both of the above techniques have in common is that or author. When the agent receives a concrete result link, it
the actions are determined in advance. Stated otherwise: the is able to determine the actual type of the work and take the
agent can only plan actions whose expected results are known appropriate action depending on this type.
beforehand.
Link headers work the other way round: possible future C. Behavior of Reactive Agents
actions are communicated when accessing or manipulating a
We will now explain how reactive agents that use linked
resource. This constitutes the essence of RESTful services: RESTdesc can be implemented, continuing the library query

example. At the start, the client disposes of a list of entry
points (URIs of servers) and a query, for instance4 :
@prefix db: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>.
@prefix dbpedia: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>.
{
_:work dbpedia:subject db:Semantic_Web;
dbpedia:author ?author.
}
=>
{
?author a <#SemanticWebAuthor>.
}.

The agent first tries to extract as much information as possible
from this query. In this case, it can dereference the resource
dbpedia:Semantic_Web to look up more information, such
as its English label “Semantic Web”.
The next step for the agent is to discover what functionality
the servers offer. Note that the agent can actually perform this
step in advance, before it answers any query. Every known
server receives an HTTP OPTIONS / request, to which it
responds with RESTdesc descriptions and/or link headers to
other pages that can subsequently be requested with HTTP
OPTIONS. For example, the root / could link to /books, and
an HTTP OPTIONS to /books could return the description
from Listing 4. That way, the agent recursively builds up an
understanding of each resource’s capabilities.
Then, the agent composes an execution plan using a reasoner. The input consists of the information derived from
the query and the RESTdesc descriptions. When the query
is issued, the reasoner activates the operational semantics
of the RESTdesc descriptions, which are in fact N3 rules.
Using backwards-chaining, it determines which rules it should
activate to satisfy the query clause. This activation pattern
corresponds to the HTTP requests that should be executed
to obtain the desired result.
The execution plan actually forms a directed graph whose
edges indicate dependencies, governing the execution order.
For this example, the reasoner would devise a preliminary plan
that starts with a search, and for each result proceeds to find
the author. How this author is found, depends on the result type
(book, journal, blog). Since there are no inter-dependencies,
the result explorations can be executed in parallel.
The agent then starts consumption by issuing a search.
The server returns the search results, placing typed link
relationships either in the HTTP headers, the (HTML or RDF)
response, or both. If the result list spans multiple pages, the
agent can follow links to navigate them and continue similarly.
Each of the results is stored in a list.
Meanwhile, for every result, the agent issues an HTTP
request to look up more information. For a book, it simply
extracts the authors information. A journal requires finding the
individual articles first, which also lead to authors. Similarly,
blogs contain posts which have an author. All this information
is put in a second list.
4 While expressed as a so-called Notation3 filter or transformation rule here,
the query could also be a SPARQL query or similar.

Finally, the agent goes through all authors on this list and
executes the query, delivering the requested results: a graph of
SemanticWebAuthors. Remarkable here is that the agent did
not have any preprogrammed knowledge about authors, books,
or this specific server. It is a general-purpose client that, given
RESTdesc descriptions, was able to fulfill this task similar to
how humans would browse the Web: by having a high-level
plan and following low-level hyperlinks.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed an extension to RESTdesc
that allows automated agents to react on hypermedia links.
We explained how services can be described and how these
descriptions can be linked together. Furthermore, we detailed
how agents can answer queries by following their nose, similar
to the way humans browse the Web for information.
Essential in our approach is that the client does not need
any specific knowledge about the server or even the topic.
All this information is discovered at runtime through standard
use of the HTTP protocol. The information contained in the
RESTdesc descriptions can be extended with ontological and
instance knowledge, obtained by dereferencing resource URIs.
It should be noted that this type of targeted active information discovery is substantially different from, for example,
SPARQL querying. While the example query could indeed
be posed to a regular SPARQL endpoint, such an endpoint
is not always available, and even if it is, it lives separated
from the human Web consisting of pages. Also, the proposed
approach of link browsing works across different domains and
is far more flexible than queries, which have a rigid structure.
This is demonstrated with the blogs in the example where
the agent has to look up posts on an external website to
find the author. Furthermore, agents are not limited to pure
information retrieval. In previous work, we demonstrated how
RESTdesc agents can also execute tasks with side effects
(e.g., image uploading), something that clearly goes beyond
SPARQL functionality [4].
Concluding, we can state that RESTdesc has a strong potential in the field of service description, automatic discovery, and
consumption. Based on RESTful principles and in particular
the hypermedia constraint, it targets modern, resource-oriented
websites and focuses on the resources and their functional
relationships instead of technical properties.
Future work includes the application of RESTdesc technologies to different fields and applications, and versatile
error handling and recovery based on HTTP status codes.
We plan to provide a public implementation of the reasoning
framework for use as a black box, so intelligent agents
can employ RESTdesc composition techniques transparently.
Another interesting area is the collaboration and integration
of different services, for example using ontology matching.
Furthermore, the development of even more intelligent agents
will offer exciting challenges, such as decision optimization
when multiple alternative solution paths exist.
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